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NWC ALERTS PUBLIC ABOUT SCAMMERS  

 

It has once again come to the attention of the National Water Commission (NWC) that unscrupulous 

persons  have been committing or attempting to commit acts of fraud against members of the public by 

claiming to be NWC employees needing access to customers’ private homes or premises and then 

extorting money in a bid to delay disconnection activities. The National Water Commission has initiated 

discussions with the Police and is implementing several measures of its own to combat this criminal 

practice which follows the pattern of an internationally known practice of criminals posing as legitimate 

representatives of utility companies. 

 

NWC urges customers to be extremely cautious in dealing with anyone claiming to represent the NWC 

and requesting access to their property. If approached by someone claiming to represent the 

Commission, customers are advised to: 

• Insist on seeing  a valid, up to date identification card with a photograph matching the person 

and showing the NWC logo and no signs of being tampered with, 

• Only entertain persons they believe to be genuine, 

• Learn the timing and know when to expect your meter reader, 

• Make a note (even if only mentally) of identifying features of the individuals and the motor 

vehicle they are traveling in, 

• If still skeptical or suspicious of the identity and intentions of the person, customers may call the 

NWC's Security Department at 929-5430-5 or 920-1503 to verify the identities or call the Police. 

 

Customers are also reminded that absolutely no employee or individual is authorized to collect cash on 

behalf of the NWC on the streets or at customers' premises for any reason - disconnection, 

reconnection, regularization of account, bill payment, or even water trucking. The NWC only collects 



cash payments against customer accounts at the cashier counters at its Commercial Offices or through 

the offices of established, authorized payment agencies.  

 

Customers are also assured that all NWC employees and contractors are duly issued with current 

photographic identification cards and are required to produce that valid NWC identification at the 

customer's request. Any failure to do so should not be entertained.  

 

The National Water Commission is working with the Police and other stakeholders to bring to an end 

this recent spate of reported fraudulent activities and invites the public to report any such incident or 

suspicious approach by anyone to the nearest police station, 119, or the NWC's Security Department at 

929-5430-5 or 920-1503. 
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